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Rahmani has Bachelor degree in Law & Political science and currently studying his Master degree in one of well-known universities of Afghanistan. Also, he is teaching in three universities and was English language instructor for 10 years. Rahmani has the ability to talk into three languages of the world and his native language is "Pashai" which his childhood dream was to provide educational services for the pashai’s minority.

Today, companies that operate as educational and consulting services have grown over many years in the center and provinces of the country. significantly.

Most of the school & university students refer to these consultancies to find their way for studying in the prestigious universities of the world.

Afghan light Fersat educational consultancy is one of valid companies that provides educational, consultant and admission to international scholarships services. This consultancy has established by Waliullah Rahmani in 2018 which has 2 branches in Kabul & Mazar e Sharif provinces along with 16 employees that are dedicating services for people in different positions.
Rahmani is the founder of two educational centers in Parwan province that worked towards enhancing the capacity of students. He was also the head of the "Transparency International" in Parwan province at 2014.

Rahmani describes himself a very grateful but not satisfied personality that made him always to try harder for seeking new experiences and successes in his life.

Youth considers as main pillars toward development in a country. Rahmani emphasizes on some key points that help youth while starting their businesses: " 1) Before starting the trade, consider the end of it 2) Do your due diligence before trading 3) Have like-minded people as team members 4) Be creative 5) Start a business that you have control on it."

No startup and business will run without facing difficulties & challenges, especially at the beginning of it. Rahmani points out to this and says: "The biggest challenge is the dispersion in the team, which causes the loss of business."

Afghan light Fersat educational consultancy works in consulting youth & students for free that the aim behind this, is to give hope and motivation and guide young generation of our country to find their way.
He also mentions the security & economy challenges toward entrepreneurs because many small businesses fail due to lack of stable security & economy situation in the country.

Rahmani thinks that his work & activity had positive impact in the society because of dedicating the consultation services, many youth accepted to their favorite facilities around the world.

Rahmani's good communication skills, self-confidence, management skills and body language, made him a role model for many employees of different fields.

In his opinion, the future of the country is narrated as follows: "If we can't make our country heaven, wherever we go in the world, it will be hell on earth." He also continues: "Afghanistan will have a very future if every individual does their responsibilities in best way instead of complaining about the situation."